A DB Computer Solutions
Use Case Study: Backup and
Recovery
Ransomware Attack: Remote Desktop
Has your enterprise outgrown its present accounting system?
Vulnerability Highlighted in Microsoft Corp
Have you implemented advanced processes, or operate in a
Incident report
multi-company environment – but your accounting system
can’t manage increasing complexity?

Guard Against Criminal Attack:
Action to Take Now

Use only up-to-date operating systems
on all PC's, Laptops and servers.

Continually download most recent OEM
security patches.
Deploy an on-site firewall with an up to
date software security suite.
Expedite onsite backup stored locally.
Simultaneously deploy off-site backup
routines.
Execute good password security. Change
all passwords once every three
months.

Actions to Take Now
Criminal attacks are escalating across Ireland
and the world. To mitigate against the possibility
of attack, we strongly advise IT users to action
the following:
Use only up-to-date operating systems on
all PC’s, Laptops and servers. Continually
download most recent OEM security patches.
Deploy an on-site firewall with an up to date
software security suite.
Expedite onsite backup stored locally.
Simultaneously deploy off-site backup routines.
Execute good password security. Change all
passwords once every three months

How to Avoid Similar Headaches
In May 2019, a large Irish provider of support services for
intellectually disabled adults was compromised by a significant
Ransomware virus (Trojan.Ransom.Crysis.E). The malicious attack
infected all files and backup storage. The point of attack was most
likely through the Microsoft RDP port.
A recent report details the vulnerability of some versions of
Microsoft Windows, and urges customers to patch that weakness
with a fix now available online (for more on Microsoft findings,
actions, and advice, go to:
https://www.itworld.com/article/3395444/microsoft-urges-windows-customers-to-patch-wormable-rdp-flaw.html)
DB Computer Solutions urges companies using Windows to take
appropriate action. It’s important to note that this is an automated
brute force BOT attack. It’s highly unlikely somebody breached the
network to steal or copy data. Rather, this is a sophisticated,
malicious attack whose sole purpose is to blackmail those infected.
Only on payment will these criminals unlock applications and data
repositories within affected IT systems.
In this case, DB Computer Solutions personnel were able to restore
most applications and data but only after a great deal of work
The backup drive which was connected to the server was also
compromised. DB Computer Solutions had to go back to the
previous week’s backup disk. Unfortunately, we found that the
backup disk in question had bad sectors, so we initially had difficulty
restoring the backup data. Following a significant amount of time
and energy, we managed to recover the data drive from the failed
HDD. However, we were unable to recover the operating system.
Using a work-around, we accessed an older operating system
backup. This was used to restore the server.
Following recovery, DB Computer Solutions scanned all systems
with a powerful anti-virus solution before finally restoring the server
onsite.
Once onsite, TAS accounting and TMS data was restored from more
recent backups.

To help our clients protect irreplaceable assets, DB Computer Solutions offers the
following reliable, tested solutions:

For more information
Bitdefender Anti-Virus Software

Software installed on your PC, Laptop or server to protect against Virus threats

TopSec Mail Security

Software that Scans your E-mail for virus, trojans and malware, mitigating against intrusion

Duo Two Factor Authentication

For sites with a terminal server, two factor authentication provides a second, reliable layer of protection

Remote Monitoring

DB Computer Solutions offer remote monitoring tools that send alerts on PC’s, Servers, and Laptops.
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